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Advisor Perspectives Releases Study of Sector-Based ETFs 
RIAs hold very few of these funds, but usage has grown in Q3 of 2007 

 
LEXINGTON, MA – September 19, 2007 – A recent story in the Wall Street Journal (“'Sector' ETFs 
May Be Losing Some Allure,” September 14, 2007) suggests that narrowly focused sector-based ETFs 
are losing popularity among investors, and are suffering from poor returns. Several readers of the 
article asked Advisor Perspectives (AP) whether this trend is occurring within the AP Universe, which 
would reflect a change in sentiment among Registered Investment Advisors (RIAs) and their high- and 
ultra-high net worth clients. 
 
Advisor Perspectives’ analysis shows that sector-based ETF investing represents a small portion of 
portfolios in the AP Universe, and that it has actually grown since the beginning of Q3 2007. The study 
reviewed all U.S. sector-based ETFs, and compared the holdings in these securities as of last Friday 
(September 14, 2007) to the holdings at the end of the prior quarter (July 1, 2007). The study notes the 
following: 
 

• Assets under management (AUM) in sector-based ETFs increased by 18.4% over this period. 
The number of accounts holding these funds also increased. In the AP Universe, changes in 
AUM can be due to changes in the number of accounts holding a fund, to assets flowing into or 
out of these accounts, or to changes in the values of the funds (the rate of return on the fund). 
For all sectors, our analysis shows that the AUM change is greater than the rate of return for the 
fund, ensuring that the growth of these funds is due to additional assets in the AP Universe. 

• Sector-based ETFs represent an extremely small portion of the assets in the AP Universe – 
approximately 0.13% (as of September 14). 

• ETFs based on Energy and Real Estate represent the bulk of sector-based ETF investing, 
accounting for 44.5% of the assets. 

 
In addition, none of the ETFs mentioned in the WSJ article (XHB, REM, and IPRV.LN) are held in the 
AP Universe. A complete copy of the study is available here. 
 
Commenting on the WSJ story and the study, Advisor Perspectives CEO Robert Huebscher noted, 
“Advisors continue to use sector-based ETFs as a mechanism to gain exposure to slices of the market, 
typically when they cannot find an acceptable actively managed fund for the sector and seek 
diversification within the sector. Advisors have been and are continuing to avoid the more narrowly 
focused (and more thinly traded) ETFs mentioned in the WSJ article.” 
 
For more information, please visit www.advisorperspectives.com. 
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